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Large Weighing Scales

in error
satisfactory

Average error of 7.74 pounds per 1,000 pounds 
of test load



Large Weighing Scales

24 operators were asked whether their scales 
were used to “buy” or “sell” commodities

10 scales used to exclusively “buy” had zero-load 
errors ranging from + 10 pounds to -62 pounds

With an average error of -23.2 pounds



Large Weighing Scales

On the five scales used exclusively to “sell” 
commodities, the zero-load errors ranged from 
+10 pounds to +110 pounds

With and average error of +54.4 pounds

On the nine scales used for both buying and selling, 
the errors ranged from -35 pounds to zero

With an average error of -9.7 pounds



Small Scales

64%

36%

in error
satisfactory

70 computing scales were given reasonably thorough tests



Small Scales

15 scales were in such a bad state of repair they 
could not be tested to capacity
151 scales were observed for zero-load balance 
condition
71 were balanced correctly, 71 were balanced on 
the plus side of zero, and 9 scales were balanced 
minus zero
23% of 108 computing scales observed, were either 
located or had merchandise so stacked as to make it 
impossible for a customer to read the weight 
indications



Packages

Visits to 26 business establishments 
1,229 items were checked representing 10,358 
packages
Of the 594 packages of meat checkweighed, 
representing 5,556 packages offered for sale
The average net contents of the packages in each 
lot was less than the average labeled weight
The only commodity found in with an average 
exceeding the labeled net weight was bread



of Findings

Conditions of commercial weighing and measuring 
equipment and practices found during the study 
were such to indicate that on many purchases 
customers are not receiving the quantity represented 
and paid for. On other purchases the sellers are 
giving more than being for. It is reasonable to 
anticipate that, with a comprehensive weights and 
measures statute, and adequate staff and equipment 
to implement an enforcement program, these 
conditions would be corrected.
- October 31, 1956
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Generally, the situation today seems to indicate a 
retrogression rather than an improvement
Nearly all of the conditions described in the 
1956 survey report were once again found and 
recorded
Accordingly to avoid repetition and for 
simplification, the 1956 survey report may be 
accepted as general part of this report



Indicate Some Differences from 1956

Don't Conform with NIST
Handbook 44
Requirements
Out of Tolerance

Failed to Conform



Small Scales

44 small capacity scales were inspected and 
tested
31 or approximately 70%, would not meet NIST 
Handbook 44 requirements
The majority would fail for reasons of inaccurate 
performance
Numerous violations of specification and 
regulation requirements were noted



Small Scales

17 scales 
failed to return to 
their original zero 
balance condition

22 scales 
were found to be 
out of balance at 
zero load



Liquid Measuring Devices

Few test were made in 1956 on gasoline pumps, 
but the results were not included in the report, 
for it was understood at that time that State 
control did exist in this area
In this survey, 22 pumps were inspected and 
tested
17 or 77% would not be approved under NIST 
Handbook 44 requirements



Liquid Measuring Devices

9 would fail to pass because their errors were in 
excess of permissible tolerances
Of these 9, 8 had minus errors
The remaining 8 pumps were not in compliance 
with specification requirements
The principal cause for rejection was the lack of 
an adequate anti-drain valve at the discharge 
nozzle



Packaged Commodities

A total of 14 stores were inspected.  
7 representing large chain supermarkets and 7 
stores classified as independent markets
605 packages were checkweighed
521 packages or 86% were determined to be 
short weight or short measure
Once again the commodity found to have plus 
errors was bread




